
5 Realistic Ways To Get The Most
Out Of Family Dinnertime
And tips for how to get your kid to talk about their
day.
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Eating together as a family has several benefits, but how can you make the most of this time?

In many homes, dinnertime is the only time during the week that family
members are in the same place at the same time and not frantically getting
ready to head somewhere. That means how families spend that time together
can be incredibly important. 

Lynn Barendsen is a project director at Harvard University’s graduate school
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of education and the executive director of the school’s Family Dinner Project,
an initiative that emphasizes the importance of families eating dinner
together. Barendsen told HuffPost via email that there’s been copious
research that shows regular family meals can lead to healthier eating habits,
lower rates of depression and anxiety, higher self-esteem and better
vocabularies and grades at school.

So how can families get the best value out of this time together? We asked
experts for their advice. 

Learn how to actually get the family talking

After a long day, some people in the family ― whether that’s the kids or the
caregivers ― might not be enthusiastic about chatting about what happened
at school or work or wherever else they spent their day.

To get the conversation flowing, Brad Kennington, faculty member and
director of professional relations at the Austin Family Institute in
Texas, suggested leaving conversations that might spark conflict (like how
messy one of the kids’ rooms is, for example) for another time. The licensed
marriage and family therapist said to instead ask specific questions about the
kids’ lives.

“If you know what’s going on with your kids, you’re invested, you’re aware,
you’re present, you’re showing up,” he told HuffPost. “Ask them movies they
want to see, ask them about music or their favorite game and how it’s
different from their other games.”

Matt Lundquist, a psychotherapist and the director of Tribeca Therapy in
New York, suggested that if the kids don’t seem willing to start up a
conversation, it’s just as important for them to see healthy communication
between their parents, caregivers or other adult family members.

“There’s a lot of richness with the family coming together as a whole,” he said.
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“Two parents are talking about their day, and kids are observing it. It’s an
opportunity to observe interactions.” 

Talia Wagner, a licensed marriage and family therapist in Los Angeles,
recommended Table Topics, a company that sells question cards that serve as
ice-breakers for family conversations and other events. The Family Dinner
Project also offers talking point ideas on its site and social media pages, like
the one below:

— FamilyDinnerProject (@FDP_Tweets) 11:29 AM - Jun 5, 2018

Pay attention to the details

While chatting out loud can be fun and beneficial for families, Dr. Tammy
Lewis Wilborn, who owns Wilborn Clinical Services and is a visiting assistant
professor in the University of New Orleans’ counseling department, noted
that parents should pick up on nonverbal cues at the dinner table, too. 

“This established time is a time where you’re reading nonverbals, you’re
having conversations,” she said. “You might be able to pick up on emotional
changes or something that’s different.”

Barendsen noted that minor details like having kids pick the music as the
family cooks or cleans up can have a positive effect. Also, consider having
themes for dinner for the cuisine or throwing in ideas like having breakfast
for dinner. 

How Not To Raise A Jerk

A guide to helping you raise the kind of person you'd like to know.

Take time to figure out how technology fits in your
family’s dinnertime

Wagner joked that for many people cellphones are “just a natural extension of
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[their] hands now.” And by simply putting down the phone or even putting it
far away from the dinner space, you’re sending a very clear message.

“You put your phone down, and you’re saying, ‘This is important to me,
you’re important to me, what you want to share with me is important,‘” she
said. “On so many levels that elevates [kids’] self-worth and self-esteem.”

That isn’t to say technology can’t be helpful during dinner. Kennington said
mixing up the family event every so often to include a show can be a great way
to then engage with kids about what parts stuck out to them and what roles
were relatable to them. Barendsen suggesed incorporating video chat to “eat”
with family and friends far away or using a phone to look up the answer to an
interesting question or find a funny video for the family to watch together.
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If dinnertime isnʼt the best opportunity for your family to connect, donʼt feel bad about having that family time at

breakfast or on the weekends, instead.



Be aware of how you talk about the food on the table

Kennington also specializes in eating disorders, specifically how they affect
boys and men. He stressed that it’s crucial for parents to not criticize their
bodies in front of their kids, a topic that is commonly brought up in subtle
ways during a meal.

“If a parent is criticizing their body, their kid goes, ‘Wow, that’s my gene pool.
Is that what I’m going to end up with?’” he said. “Or if they already resemble
their parents in body type, they think, ‘If my parents’ bodies are wrong, then
my body is wrong and I have to fix this.’”

He encouraged parents to change their vocabulary from designating foods as
“good” and “bad” to describing them as “nutritious” and “recreational” and to
promote balance in eating habits. 

Start out small and don’t be too hard on yourself

Wilborn wants parents to remember that what works around the dinner table
for one family might not work for another. Families come in many shapes,
sizes and forms, so why would there be one end-all strategy to get the most
out of family dinnertime?

It’s also important to note that not every family is in a position to have daily
family time together like a sit-down dinner. In that case, make your family
time the time that works best for you, whether that’s breakfast, on the
weekend, or another time.

“Be flexible with the family you actually have and don’t try to model your
family after another,” she said.

Barendsen said at the Family Dinner Project, she and her team stress that it’s
OK to not enjoy the picture-perfect home-cooked meal every night together as
a family. Take it step by step.



“Pick one thing to work on ― the food, fun or conversation. Work on that
until you’re seeing some progress,” she said. “Then choose something else to
focus on, as a family.”

Parenting is harder than ever, and there’s no one way to do it right. So on
Nov. 2, HuffPost Life will convene a community of people trying to figure it
out together at our inaugural HuffPost Parents conference, HOW TO RAISE
A KID. In advance of the event, HuffPost Parents will publish stories on
topics that matter deeply to parents of children who are starting to navigate
the world on their own: bullying; sex, consent and gender; money; their
digital lives; and how to raise compassionate, self-sufficient, creative,
emotionally intelligent children. In short — kids who aren’t assholes. View
the event site here and be sure to follow HuffPost Parents on Facebook,
Twitter, and Instagram, and subscribe to our newsletter, How Not To Raise
A Jerk.
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